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“NOT HAVING THE FEAR OF GOD BEFORE HER EYES”: INFANTICIDE IN COLONIAL NEW JERSEY REBECCA RUSSO HIS 490: INDEPENDENT STUDY RIDER UNIVERSITY SPRING 2013



Today news reports of a mother murdering her infant child are met with a “mixture of disgust and fascination.”1 How could a mother kill her own child? Infanticide “ha[s] been practiced since ancient times in all regions of the world.” Over time and across different societies the response to infanticide has varied. In ancient times, often infanticide, especially of a female infant, was overlooked in the society. Infanticide was a solution for not only mothers but societies that did not have the resources to support the child. As Christianity spread infanticide became explicitly condemned both legally and spiritually in western societies. At the same time premarital fornication and abortion were condemned too. This produced a difficult situation for any woman pregnant with an illegitimate child. Though infanticide was still overlooked it was much more likely to be legally and socially prosecuted. Often women felt the only options they had were to have an extremely difficult life raising the illegitimate children while facing public shame or commit murder and hope it would not be discovered.2 A clear pattern for infanticide studies emerges from a historiographical review. Historians have taken two different approaches; they either explore cases in a large area over a long period of time (like a colony or region) or examine an individual case. Following in the footsteps of G.S. Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution and Criminal Code Revision in Early Pennsylvania,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 135, no. 2 (June 1991): 200. 2 Pam J. Crabtree, "Family in the Medieval World," Encyclopedia of Society and Culture in the Medieval World 4, (New York: 2008). Facts on File inc., http://www.fofweb.com/activelink2.asp? ItemID=WE49&iPin=ESCMW199&SingleRecord=True 1



2 English scholars who have traced the history of infanticide from the medieval era through the eighteenth century, American scholars have taken particular interest in infanticide during the colonial era, focusing first on New England and more recently on the mid-Atlantic region and Pennsylvania in particular.3 Sharon Ann Burnston’s 1982 work was inspired by the discovery of infant bones in a Philadelphia well. In 1991 Colonial Pennsylvania received its most extensive examination by historian G. S. Rowe, who claimed that “despite increased interest in the subject, much about popular sentiment toward infanticide and its judicial disposition in early America remains shadowy.” Rowe’s study identified every extant case, 78 total, and analyzed the proceedings’ patterns. Emphasis was placed on the development of laws and the changing social attitudes during the 18th century. This was part of a much larger statistical study of crime in Pennsylvania. Merril D. Smith built on Rowe’s argument that a humanitarian shift in attitudes occurred in the late 18th century. In particular, Smith discussed the impact of new ideas about motherhood on infanticide proceedings through a deep reading of a popular pamphlet relating the saga of Elizabeth Wilson executed for murdering her twins in 1786 only minutes before her brother arrived with a pardon. Most recently, Laura T. Keenan reconstructed the case of Rachel Francisco, a mulatto woman from Delaware convicted but reprieved for the murder of her newborn infant in 1767.4



3



For written work that focused on infanticide in New England see, for instance, Peter C. Hoffer and N. E. H. Hull, Murdering Mothers: Infanticide in England and New England 1558-1803 (New York, 1981); Mark Jackson, New-born Child Murder: Women, Illegitimacy and the Courts in Eighteenth Century England (Manchester, UK, 1996). 4 Sharon Ann Burnston, “Babies in the Well: An Underground Insight into Deviant Behavior in Eighteenth-Century Philadelphia,” Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, 106, no. 2 (Apr., 1982): 151-186; Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 201; Jack D. Marietta and G.S. Rowe, Troubled Experiment: Crime and Justice in Pennsylvania, 1682-1800 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006); Merril D. Smith, “Unnatural Mothers: Infanticide, Motherhood, and Class in Mid- Atlantic, 1730-1830,” in Christine Daniels and Michael V. Kennedy, eds., Over the Threshold: Intimate Violence in Early America (New York: Routledge, 1999): 173-184; Laura T. Keenan, “Reconstructing Rachel: A Case of Infanticide in the Eighteenth-Century Mid-Atlantic and the Vagaries



3 Far less is known about infanticide across the Delaware River. According to Douglas Greenberg “we know very little about the pattern of criminal justice in eighteenth-century New Jersey.”5 In 2005, legal scholar and judge George C. Thomas addressed this problem with his study of criminal law and procedure in Colonial New Jersey using Supreme Court minutes from 1749-1757. Thomas’ analysis included a few infanticide cases but his work narrowly focused on legal issues and did not explore infanticide in depth or situate his study in the broader historical context.6 Thus, the history of infanticide in colonial New Jersey remains open for investigation. This essay makes a significant contribution to historical scholarship by analyzing for the first time the legal and social aspects of infanticide in Colonial New Jersey. This project started as a microhistory, inspired by Merril Smith and Laura Keenan, centering on the case of a Native American woman named Amey from Monmouth County. But sadly I did not discover sources to fill in the gaps of her story such as Wilson’s printed confession and narrative or depositions and legal correspondence used in the Francisco case. Newspapers published nothing about Amey and county court and tax records are missing for those years. Without the sources to examine a single criminal case and lacking the time to find every infanticide prosecution in New Jersey like Rowe did for Pennsylvania, I decided to occupy a middle ground by focusing on eleven cases tried by New Jersey’s Supreme Court before the American Revolution.7 Unlike Thomas who relied on a published transcription of the court



of Historical Research,” Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, 130, no. 4 (Oct. 2006): 361385. 5 George C. Thomas III, “Colonial Criminal Law and Procedure: The Royal Colony of New Jersey 174957,” NYU Journal of Law & Liberty, 1, no. 2 (2005): 671. 6 Thomas, “Colonial Criminal Law,” 671-711. 7 I identified these cases using the New Jersey State Archives (NJSA) online database-- Supreme Court Cases, 1704-1844 at https://wwwnet1.state.nj.us/DOS/Admin/ArchivesDBPortal/SupremeCourt.aspx. There were only two cases after 1776. New Jersey v. Meriam Shinn (1800-01) case # 38462 and New Jersey v. Moses Ball (1817) case # 33916. The database is ongoing; currently case type is recorded in 50% of the 50,000+ case files.



4 minutes, I looked at the original indictments and other records related to these cases. Some of this material has rarely been used by scholars. Like Rowe, this paper examines patterns of prosecution and judgments of infanticide albeit on a smaller scale. For comparative perspective consider that Pennsylvania prosecuted 69 cases and Massachusetts prosecuted 51 cases between 1670 and 1780.8 The persons charged for infanticide in Colonial New Jersey in chronological order were: Charity Allerton (1730), Elizabeth Manson (1740-1744), Elizabeth Dukemander (1749), (Indian) Amey (1750), Elizabeth Goble (1751), Mary Allen (1751), Deborah Anderson and Captain John Anderson (1752-1753), Anne Buzard (1754), Isaac Crustang (1756), and Elizabeth Vaughn (1766).9 Three specific patterns can be determined in the eleven cases and the details of their proceedings. The first pattern can be seen in chronology and how most occurred in a concentrated period of time. The second pattern exists in the gender of the defendants and how the individuals prosecuted were largely female. The third pattern can be seen in the frequency of not guilty verdicts. Drawing largely on Rowe as a point of comparison, it is clear that New Jersey exhibited strong regional patterns as well as unique characteristics. New Jersey’s infanticide law was created out of a reaction to society’s need for stability. The law targeted women who were unmarried and poor but these same qualities promoted sympathy in jury trials. The way the law was interpreted during the proceedings reflected newer cultural attitudes.



Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 217. Captain John Anderson was Deborah’s husband and was charged with accessory to murder in the same case. There are ten cases with eleven individuals were charged. Charity Allerton (20303), Elizabeth Manson (21017), Elizabeth Dukemander (20636*), (Indian) Amey (20844), Elizabeth Goble (20731*), Mary Allen (20353*), Deborah Anderson and Captain John Anderson (20344*), Anne Buzard (20490*), Isaac Crustang (20880**), and Elizabeth Vaughn (21426). New Jersey Supreme Court Records, NJSA. 8 9
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Elizabeth Goble (1751) Isaac Crustang (1756) Charity Allerton (1730)



Elizabeth Manson (1740-44) Deborah and Capitan John Anderson (1752-53)



Indian Amey (1750) Mary Allen (1751)



Elizabeth Vaughn (1766) Ann Buzard (1754)



Elizabeth Dukemander (1749)



Review of Laws Infanticide has occurred throughout history in all different types of societies. Depending on the society the response to infanticide has varied. Laws are a useful source to determine a society’s views on infanticide. To gain a better understanding of the eleven infanticide cases in colonial New Jersey it is necessary to review the legal framework. The term infanticide was not used during the Colonial period. Laws referred to the crime as murder of a bastard child or concealment but for the purpose of this essay infanticide will be used. England passed its first infanticide law in 1624 under statute 21 James I, c.27. This law



6 targeted unmarried women who murdered illegitimate children.10 Colonial governments adopted their own versions of the James I statute making it the “standard in early Anglo-American colonies.”11 For example, in 1692 Massachusetts reenacted a law “ordering execution for the murder of a bastard child” indicating that a law on infanticide existed earlier and was deemed necessary by society.12 In 1718 the law “was officially brought to Pennsylvania by an act for the advancement of justice.” Like 21 James I, c.27 Pennsylvania’s law assumed that if an infant was found dead and the mother concealed her pregnancy, “the child had been live-born and that she was responsible for its demise.”13 New Jersey did not pass a specific act against infanticide until 1741. New Jersey’s “An Act to prevent the Destroying and Murdering of Bastard Children” declared that a “leud” woman suspected of having murdered or concealed the death of an illegitimate infant—“to avoid their shame and to escape punishment”—would be sentenced to death unless the woman could provide at least one witness to prove that the infant was born dead.14 The articles and wording in the New Jersey law clearly reflected the English statute but also mirrored that of Pennsylvania. Both laws required at least one witness for the defense to be proven innocent and both declared concealment to be punishable by death. However, Pennsylvania’s act went a step further and included that any person who directed or advised the Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 202-203. Smith, “Unnatural Mothers,” 173. 12 Sharon M. Harris, “Feminist Theories and Early American Studies,” Early American Literature 34, no. 1 (March 1999): 87. 13 Keenan, “Reconstructing Rachel,” 368. 14 “An Act to Prevent the Destroying and Murder of Bastard Children,” New Jersey Provincial Statutes (1752), 274. Law Library, Rutgers School of Law Camden, http://lawlibrary.rutgers.edu/cgibin/njleg/provinc1.cgi?file=001%20page=0274; Besides laws specifically pertaining to infanticide, another form of social control that can be seen in Colonial America to prevent the crime was the English “Midwives Oath” which was created in 1649. The oath obligated midwives to preventing the harm, murder or burial of a newborn as well as “report bastard births to authorities and to attempt to elicit the name of the father”. There is evidence that this oath was reflected in the colonies with records of it being found in New York and similar accounts in New England. See Burnston, “Babies in the Well,” 168. 10 11



7 killing of an infant would be charged with accessory to murder and if found guilty sentenced to the “same punishment as the principle shall have.”15 Even though New Jersey law did not include an accessory to murder clause, Captain John Anderson was charged with assisting his soon to be wife in the murder of their bastard child.16 This suggests that by charging Anderson as an accessory the New Jersey court borrowed ideas from Pennsylvania law. Laws reflect the society that created them. As historian G.S. Rowe noted in his research of early Pennsylvania, examining infanticide and its prosecution in a society can provide “clues to the status of women and servants within a community.”17 The language of the New Jersey 1741 act made it clear that a woman whose illegitimate infant was found dead was assumed to be guilty unless she could prove otherwise. Following the mention of a woman who alleged that the infant was already dead, in parentheses the act exclaimed “hardly it is to be proven” reflecting the doubt of a woman’s innocence in these circumstances.18 These mothers were guilty until proven innocent. Also, the law indirectly acknowledged that a woman who had an illegitimate child would face public shame by stating “to avoid their shame”19 as a reason women committed the crime. The laws and their language reflected traditional views of women as “inherently sinful. This critical view, as well as the laws, would soon prove to be outdated. Women indicted for infanticide in New Jersey were prosecuted under the act of 1741 until it was modified in March of 1796. New Jersey and “neighboring states came to look to Pennsylvania for leadership in penal and felony law reform.” Pennsylvania’s 1786 law “proclaimed the concealment of a dead bastard child should no longer ‘be sufficient evidence to



Burnston, “Babies in the Well,” 168. King v. Captain John Anderson and his wife Deborah (20344*), New Jersey Supreme Court Records, NJSA. 17 Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 200. 18 1741 Act. 19 Ibid. 15 16



8 convict the party indicted without probable presumptive proof…that the child was born alive.’”20 A decade later New Jersey made similar reforms to its infanticide law as part of the sweeping criminal code revision titled “An Act on the Punishment of Crime.” The first change was that it separated the crime of concealment from infanticide. Prior to 1796, concealing a pregnancy was enough to sentence a woman to death regardless if the child was stillborn or not because she neglected to get the necessary assistance. Under the new law if “a woman shall conceal her pregnancy, and shall willingly and of purpose be delivered in secret” she would be convicted of a misdemeanor. The punishment would be to pay a fine up to one hundred dollars and/or four months of hard labor imprisonment. The second provision addressed the concealment of the death of a bastard stating that if an infant was found dead but it could not be proven whether or not the child was murdered the mother would be charged with a misdemeanor. The punishment would be a fine up to two hundred dollars and/or a year of hard labor imprisonment.21 These revisions made the law less harsh than the original because the death sentence was less likely. If a case was undeterminable the woman would only be charged with a misdemeanor not death. Now a woman did not have to prove her innocence to avoid the death sentence but a prosecutor had to prove her guilt. Given the fact that it was extremely difficult to know whether a child was born dead or not22, it is significant that guilt was no longer assumed because in theory conviction



Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 229. Pennsylvania revised its law again in 1790 and 1794. See Rowe, fn 30. 21 “An Act for the Punishment of Crimes,” March 18, 1796 in William Paterson, Laws of the State of New Jersey http://books.google.com/books?id=88lGAQAAIAAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r& cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false. 22 Burnston, “Babies in the Well,” 171. 20



9 would be less likely. Britain did not enact similar reforms until 1803.23 It is interesting that in this situation the colonies were ahead of Britain with law reforms. A combination of reasons can be given for why this shift took place. The changes in law occurred in the wake of the American Revolution. With the colonies now forming a new independent country there was a need to break from English law to establish their own independent and republican laws. The Revolution and the years leading to it were particularly turbulent which brought about many changes to society. Rowe argued how different factors surrounding the Revolution played a role. Some factors were more overtly evident, such as society’s male population involvement in the military which “often prevented or delayed marriages” as well as the crippled poor relief. Other factors were more abstract such as “the weakening throughout the country of parental authority and the double standard.”24 Both types of factors contributed to changes especially to the increase of illegitimate pregnancies and infanticide. The changes brought on by the Revolution called for a need to reevaluate the infanticide laws to better fit the emerging society. Besides changes in behavior, new attitudes were reflected in the revised law of Pennsylvania. The popularization of humanitarian ideology played a significant role and evidence of it exists in various publications. There was an increase in the attitude “to view women, particularly young women as objects of compassion, even pity, which surfaced dramatically after the Revolution, built on traditional sympathy long manifest in infanticide proceedings.”25 In general, this change in public attitude was not contained to the colonies but was spread across the Atlantic with its roots in the European Enlightenment. The growing idea



Paul A. Gilje, “Infant Abandonment in Early Nineteenth-Century New York City: Three Cases,” Signs 8, no. 3 (Spring 1983): 582. 24 Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 223. 25 Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 218. 23



10 that “the individual was a product of her environment” made it easy to have sympathy for women of infanticide cases and their unfortunate circumstances.26 Society began to criticize infanticide laws for their harsh nature that did not represent these new ideas.



In summary, the 1741 infanticide law of New Jersey reflected traditional negative attitudes towards women. Before the law was modified, significant changes in society, brought on by the Revolution as well as a cultural shift, were present. In 1796 the law was modified to separate the act of concealment and infanticide as well as lessen the punishment. Similarities can be seen in what took place in other colonies and it is evident that New Jersey was influenced by Pennsylvania. Understanding these factors provide insight into society as well as the eleven specific infanticide cases in Colonial New Jersey. A general sense can be gained from the interpretation of the law about the attitude towards unmarried women who had illegitimate children but to determine how accurately the law reflects the public attitude requires further examination. Inferences can be made about the relationship between the law and society by looking at patterns of prosecution in Colonial New Jersey.



Before the Bar I. Timing Prior to 1776, ten Supreme Court cases can be found involving infanticide with eleven individuals charged. A pattern in the timing of these cases is clearly seen when examining the prosecution of infanticide in colonial New Jersey. All of the Supreme Court’s indictments occurred during a fairly narrow period of time with the earliest case in 1730 and the latest occurring in 1766. Even more striking is the fact that seven of these ten cases were tried within 26



Harris, “Feminist Theories,” 89-90.



11 seven years between 1749 and 1756. It does not seem like a coincidence that the timing of the New Jersey act of 1741, the first of New Jersey’s laws specifically mentioning infanticide, correlates with the timing of most of the Supreme Court indictments in Colonial New Jersey. To understand this law better and cases that emerged after it was passed it is helpful to examine the society that produced it and its surrounding circumstances. Examination of the government that existed in Colonial New Jersey helps to explain how the law on infanticide came to be. Prior to 1702 New Jersey was divided into the Province of East New Jersey and the Province of West New Jersey and shared a governor with New York. The division in New Jersey created tension that was fueled by jealousy and bitterness. In 1702 Edward Hyde became the first governor of the newly unified New Jersey. Because of his ineffectiveness and corruption, Hyde only lasted as governor until 1708. Once again New Jersey was to be ruled by the governor of New York. This dissatisfied New Jersey settlers and finally in 1738 they were granted their own governor Judge Lewis Morris. The instability and ineffectiveness of New Jersey’s government may explain why New Jersey did not have a law particular pertaining to infanticide before. Colonies such as Pennsylvania whose government was more established passed a law against infanticide decades before New Jersey. The lack of women charged with murdering a bastard prior to 1738, only one case out of eleven, could be attributed to the flawed governmental system. New Jersey’s division and frequently changing government could have caused infanticide occurrences to pass under the radar and its government’s ineffectiveness could have made court proceedings in general more difficult to carry out. The act preventing “the destroying and murdering bastard children” was first introduced by Chief Justice Robert Hunter Morris, Governor Morris’ son, to the Assembly in Perth Amboy on October 10, 1741. After the act was read multiple times, His Excellency, Lewis Morris,



12 approved it along with six others.27 What is interesting about this session of the General Assembly was the purpose of it as a whole. Addressing the Assembly, the meeting opened with the Governor providing several examples of problems in New Jersey that needed to be fixed. Many of these problems stemmed from the lack of a unified and independent government. The faults Governor Morris mentioned ranged from the poor quality of the paper “public bills of credit” were printed on to militia improvement. One specific problem resulting from the previous division was the insufficient record keeping and the difficulties and expenses that were caused by the two provinces of New Jersey storing their records in different places.28 Another issue was how previously, the men of the council did not receive regular reimbursement for their expenses pertaining to their service. This made it difficult for “them to meet as often as needful and tends to lay the Governor under a necessity of acting without them in many cases”. The lack of attendance at Provincial Council meetings could be a reason why the matter of infanticide was not previously addressed. The issues named depicted an image of a government that was severely ineffective, one that would not have a specific infanticide law. The Governor specifically criticized the absence of a comprehensive collection of laws. The act pertaining to infanticide seemed to fit into a broader reform of the government including the judicial system. For instance, four of the seven acts that were ultimately approved by Lewis directly related to the judicial system.29



27



Journal of the Governor and Council (JGC), Vol. III (1738- 1748) in Frederick W. Ricord and William Nelson, eds., New Jersey Archives, First Series, Vol. XV (Trenton: John L. Murphy Publishing Co., 1890), 199- 228. Accessed through GoogleBooks. http://books.google.com/books?id=SIgfAAAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=editions:LCCN0202714 7#v=onepage&q&f=false. 28 JGC, XV: 200-204. 29 The other three acts were: the prevention of “an Action under fifteen pounds being brought into the Supreme Court of this province”, “Act For the Tryal and Punishment of Persons guilty of Larceny under value of twenty Shillings” and “An Act to enable the Chief Justice and other Judges of Supreme Court to



13 The fact that the act did not appear until fairly late in New Jersey’s colonial period explains why only two women, spinster Charity Allerton of Hunterdon County and Widow Elizabeth Manson of Middlesex county, were charged with infanticide prior to 1741.30 While Allerton and Manson would have been prosecuted under English Common law, the act which now singled out the crime of infanticide could have compelled more active prosecution of women whose illegitimate child had died.31 This provides a reason why eight of the ten found cases occurred within the fifteen years after the act. The James I statute was “rigidly enforced at first” in England, while Pennsylvania also experienced its highest conviction and execution rates early on.32 The act as motivation could explain the concentration of the timing of the cases. Another factor that cannot be ignored is the simultaneous timing of the cases and New Jersey’s 1740s land riots. Starting in the 1660s the colony experienced a great amount of unrest and disputes which “grew from fundamental disagreement over the origins and nature of property.”33 The proprietors “insisted that all property rights in the province were derived from the English crown through them,” while “groups of yeomen freeholders, who held their homesteads by virtue of nonproprietary titles,” challenged them.34 The disagreement climaxed and, “by 1744, popular confidence in the judiciary had broken down and rioting had taken place



appoint Commissioners in the several of this Province to take special Bail and to Administer Oaths and Affirmations in Causes depending in the Court”. JGC, XV: 227-228. 30 In the Supreme database Allerton is identified as a resident of Morris County but Morris County was not formed from Hunterdon County until 1739. 31 Manson’s case is indicated in the Supreme Court’s records as occurring from 1740- 1744 which is interesting because it took place while the law of 1741 emerged. With that being said, the date of her indictment was August 24, 1740, meaning she would have been originally charged under the common law. 32 On England, see Gilje, “Infant Abandonment,” 582. On Pennsylvania, see Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 208. 33 Brendan McConville, These Daring Disturbers of the Public Peace (New York: Cornell University Press, 1999), 2. 34 McConville, Daring Disturbers, 1-2.



14 in six counties.”35 The violence only further intensified in 1747 which “brought the government to the brink of collapse.”36 The government proved to be ineffective in settling these disputes. The proprietors petitioned the King for help claiming they had “not the least hopes or expectations that their persons or properties will be protected by their own legislature.” Governor Belcher also called on the legislature to decide “whether his Majesty’s authority shall be supported in this province of New Jersey or whether a number of rioters shall take the government into their own hands.”37 Ironically, the outbreak of violence outside New Jersey finally helped Governor Belcher restore order to the state. There is also a direct connection between the land riots and some of the men connected to the cases that is interesting to note. For instance James Wilson, the man Indian Amey worked for, was charged for rioting in November of 1749.38 The riots offer a probable explanation for why only one woman was tried between 1741 and 1749. The government’s preoccupation with trying to control the riots may have distracted them from pursuing the prosecution of infanticide. However, the government’s need to reassert authority and control can explain why seven of these ten cases were tried within seven years between 1749 and 1756. It only makes sense that the government would have extended this crack down to all criminal activity including infanticide. Rowe’s analysis of timing in Pennsylvania showed a similar occurrence during the Seven Years War. Rowe argued that the



35



McConville, Daring Disturbers, 136. McConville, Daring Disturbers, 137. 37 Howard L. Green, Words That Make New Jersey History: A Primary Source Reader (Trenton: New Jersey Historical Commission, 1995), 38 & 37. 38 Phyllis D’Autrechey, “Records of the New Jersey Court of Oyer Terminer,” 1749-1762, Genealogical Magazine of New Jersey (GMNJ) 68, no. 3, (1993): 101. 36



15 “extremely turbulent decade in the colony’s history…elicited persistent demands for law and order,” which “explains the growing willingness to convict and execute defendants after 1758.”39 Rowe found that “time and place ineluctably shaped” prosecution patterns in Pennsylvania.40 In terms of place he found that most cases took place outside the city and county of Philadelphia. Further, he discovered that “Lancaster, Berks, and Chester Counties virtually monopolized convictions in infanticide proceedings.”41 Trying to connect the location of infanticide cases to the riot centers can offer some insight into the pattern in New Jersey. The riots occurred mostly in parts of former East New Jersey including the counties of Morris, Middlesex, Essex, Somerset, Bergen, and Monmouth County. Hunterdon County, though part of West Jersey, was also involved.42 Seven of the ten cases took place in one of the above counties. For example, Deborah and Capitan John Anderson (1752-53) were charged in Hunterdon County and Elizabeth Goble (1751) was charged in Morris County.43 The strongest evidence for this correlation



of location can be seen in the fact that the counties physically farthest from the riot centers, Salem and Cape May, have no record of Supreme Court indictments for infanticide. However, this pattern is merely suggestive given the limited sample size used for New Jersey. Despite the pattern not being as clear as Rowe’s work on Pennsylvania, there seems to be significance in the connection between the riot centers and the location of the persecution. It is possible that these cases stemmed from a push for law and order in the counties that had experienced the most disruption in their peace.



Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 222. Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,”207. 41 Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 212. 42 This information was derived from the location of actual riots as well as the counties that were named as forming Antiproprietor Committees, McConville, Daring Disturbers, see maps on page 6, 143, 152. 43 See the map provided earlier for other examples as well as to better understand the correlation between riot centers and location of cases. 39 40



16 The changes being made in colonial New Jersey help explain the pattern in timing. The government was finally stabilizing and many of the reforms New Jersey was making dealt with improvement of the judicial system. This reform brought about the creation of New Jersey first infanticide law compelling more extensive prosecution. Also, the reforms made holding criminal court more efficient and therefore more likely. Another reason for the increase in cases during these years could be that the government was trying to establish itself and one way of doing this is by more strictly enforcing laws. These factors help explain the increase and concentration of cases during these years.



II. Gender/ Class A general consensus amongst scholars is that the majority of individuals accused of infanticide were women who were “young, unmarried, poor, and bound.”44 The evidence found in this study of infanticide proceedings in Colonial New Jersey fits this description. Shedding some light on the motives of these women, it seems very likely that they felt extremely helpless and thought that society had left them with no other options. An obvious pattern that can be detected in these cases is that women were charged much more frequently than men. This is not a very shocking pattern given that women are the ones that bear children and most immediately faced the burdens of bastardy. Despite its obvious nature, analysis of the pattern of gender provides significant insight on infanticide proceedings in New Jersey. Out of eleven individuals charged only two were men. One of these men, Captain John Anderson was charged as an accessory to Deborah’s crime of killing their bastard infant.45 The other man, Crustang, is the only male independently charged. Inferences can be made from Rowe“Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 202, See footnote 9. At the time the infant was a bastard because Captain John Anderson and Deborah were not yet married. This will be addressed later in the essay. 44 45



17 the comparison of the treatment of Isaac Crustang with the treatment of the nine women. It seems like Crustang received only a slap on the wrist without much deliberation or care of his guilt. It appears that in Colonial New Jersey a man who was charged with infanticide was not taken as seriously as a woman who was charged with the same crime. This should be kept in mind and specifics of the judgment of Crustang case will be addressed in the verdict section later in this paper. Marital status is another aspect that relates to gender. Merril Smith’s observation that “Infanticide, although an act of intimate violence, was rarely associated with the domesticity of marriage” is consistent with the eleven New Jersey Supreme Court cases. All of the women indicted were unmarried at the time of the suspected crime.46 Records identified three of the nine women as widows and four as spinsters. Of the two women remaining Amey was referred to as a servant and, Deborah as “the wife of John Anderson.” Deborah was most likely Captain John Anderson’s second wife. The Presbyterian Church records for Maidenhead list “John Anderson and his wife Ann” as joining the congregation in August 1733.47 At some point before 1752 Ann must have died. John married Deborah between July 20, when the crime occurred, and October of 1752, when the grand jury issued its indictment.48 Attempts to figure out who she was have been unsuccessful. The New Jersey State Archives Supreme Court database transcribed her last name as Jemple but this may be wrong. The handwriting in the original indictment is hard to decipher. The “J” could be a “T”, making her last name Temple. Numerous Temples lived in southern Hunterdon



Smith, “Unnatural Mothers,” 173. Helen D. Whitehead and Mabel W. Howell, eds., Presbyterian Church Records of Hopewell, Maidenhead, Trenton, and Ewing (Trenton: Daughters of the American Revolution, 1931), 26. 48 Evidence of marriage between July and October comes from King v. Captain John Anderson and Deborah his wife, Court of Common Pleas Minutes, Hunterdon County, October Court 1752, Microfilm Reel 1-459, Vol 6, p. 236. Hunterdon County Miscellaneous Court Records, 1713-1860, NJSA. 46 47



18 County but no record of a Deborah among them. While her identity remains a mystery, some speculation is in order. John Anderson would have been 58 years old at the time of their marriage. Since the couple had at least two children together, Deborah was probably much younger. While Deborah was not mentioned in John Anderson’s 1773 will, son Samuel stood to inherit when he turned 21, which places his birth after 1752 when the Andersons married.49 The pattern in marital status clearly indicates that unmarried women were the ones most likely to be charged with infanticide. Similar to what occurred in early Pennsylvania, a possible explanation for this pattern could be that married women under indictment were charged with murder opposed to specifically murdering a bastard. Whether a woman was charged with murder or infanticide “made a significant difference. If it was murder, she was considered innocent until proven guilty. If it was infanticide, the unmarried mother of a new born” was guilty until proven innocent.50 If this is what was occurring then it is not that married women never murdered their children but that if they did they were prosecuted differently or not at all. Society’s negative attitudes towards unmarried women and premarital sex are revealed in this practice of different treatment. The terminology used in the indictments to describe these women also provides insight into society’s views on unmarried women. Unlike today, spinster did not necessarily mean an older woman but did carry the same negative connotation of a woman who was unable to marry by the age at which society deemed appropriate. It seems clear that unmarried women were socially stigmatized. Besides gender the class of these individuals is an important aspect to explore. In the indictments, the word “poor” often appeared before “spinster” or “widow" alluding to the
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19 socioeconomic class of these women. The coupling of these words suggests that accused women were often poor. Some records do exist that can be used to determine the class of certain individuals. For instance, Elizabeth Dukemander’s father’s will and probate records show that her family was not well off. The probate inventory valued her father’s estate in Deptford, Gloucester County at only £80 including “cattle, sheep, rye and corn in the field.”51 Large families were not exceptional but the fact that Dukemander had seven siblings indicated that resources in her family were spread thin especially given the paucity of her father’s property. Also, her place on the list suggests that she was the youngest daughter meaning that she would not get much from her father as inheritance. Elizabeth’s father died less than two years before her arrest and trial for infanticide. Since she was not identified as a servant, Elizabeth probably lived with relatives as “a household helper.”52 Perhaps her pregnancy was a failed courtship, and without her father by her side or the help of a prosperous family she was more vulnerable. Further instability and turmoil in Dukemander’s family can be seen in records indicating that her brother abandoned his young daughter around 1752.53 John Dukemander’s actions may have been those of a desperate man unable to provide for his family. While much about her remains unknown, it seems evident that Dukemander belonged to the lower class. On the other hand, various records exist proving that Captain John Anderson was well off. Anderson descended from one of Maidenhead Township’s founding families which held power in local affairs throughout the 18th century. For instance, members of the Anderson family



The records used an alternative spelling and listed Elizabeth’s father as “John Dukemaneer”. Compared to other inventories on the same page as his, John had the least amount of money, Abstracts of Wills, 1730- 1750, Vol. XXX, ed. A. Von Doren Honeyman, New Jersey Archives, First Series (Somerville: The Unionist Gazette Association, 1918), 153. 52 Cornelia Dayton, Women before the Bar: Gender, Law, & Society in Connecticut, 1639-1789 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1995), 211. 53 Abstracts of Wills, 1761-1770, Vol. XXXII, ed. A. Von Doren Honeyman, New Jersey Archives, First Series (Somerville: The Unionist Gazette Association, 1924), 99. 51



20 served “as sheriffs and justices of the peace.” Also, his family is connected to the New Jersey land riots of the 1740s. They were leaders of Maidenhead’s “antiproprietor movement” whose “committee drew its members from among the township’s most important families.” 54



The



probate inventory valued his estate at £5,971. Land ownership records indicated that Anderson was a large landowner by listing several transactions of the numerous tracts of land he owned. In some instances his wife Deborah is named along with him. For instance, in 1762 “John Anderson & Deborah uxor (Latin for wife)” sold “Wilson Hunt. . . 2 tracts” of land.55 In his will Anderson bequeathed over 1,000 acres and two slaves along with other goods to his heirs. Anderson’s rank as a militia captain and office-holding record prove that he was not only wealthy but was also a community leader. “At a town meeting at Maidenhead held” on the second Friday of March in 1728 Anderson “was chosen by ye majority”, along with other individuals, as a “Comitioner” and a “freeholder” as well as the town “assessor.” Anderson continued to hold various offices until 1742 when he left public service around age 48. Knowing the financial and social position of Captain John Anderson proves that he was well off and because Deborah married him it could be assumed that these financial means were extended to her. The Andersons financial situation shows that infanticide charges are not only reserved for the poor. It seems likely that given his family and town prominence that he made some enemies along the way. The fact that he left office at age where he still could have easily serviced is possibly connected to this. Furthermore, this could be the reason why the wealthy couple was prosecuted when so often the poor were targeted.
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21 Another individual whose class can definitely be determined is Indian Amey. Amey is an example of how women charged were often “bound”. Her occupation as a servant was determined in her indictment revealing that Amey belonged to the lower class. Besides class, another possible explanation for why Amey was targeted is connected to the support or lack of it from the women in the community. Rowe claimed that “females prosecuted for infanticide generally were ‘outsiders’; that is, destitute females, servant girls of foreign origins, black females, and the like.” Amey fits the bill because not only was she a servant but she was also an “Indian”. Rowe also found that in Pennsylvania “women in a community more aggressively employed their position and power to blunt legal proceedings against those with whom they were familiar, and for whom they had compassion.”56 This would lead one to believe that Amey did not have strong ties to the community or the support of its women. The only witness to testify on behalf of Amey was a neighbor named Mary Shaw, whose house is possibly were Amey hid her baby under the floorboards. Being Amey’s neighbor Shaw was most likely “familiar” with Amey and her willingness to possible help hid the baby and testify for Amey shows that she obviously felt “compassion” towards her. It could be speculated that why there was not a presences of the support of other community women was because she was an “outsider” to them. The same idea of community support can be applied when looking at the witnesses that testified in other cases. For instance, Elizabeth Dukemander appears to not even have the support of her own family. Dukemander's siblings, John, Samuel, Thomas and Hannah, testified against her or were at least called to provide evidence on behalf of the prosecutor. Given her lack of family ties it could be speculated that she was not very connected to the community. Elizabeth Manson, one of the three widows, also appears to have little community
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22 support. She possible left her infant in a chamber pot of an inn belonging to Alexander Moore.57 The fact that the baby was left in an inn’s chamber pot could indicate that she was a tenant there and that, since her husband died, had no family or friends to live with. Manson was left on her own while on trial for infanticide. No witnesses were indicated as testifying on her behalf. Beside, Alexander Moore the other three individuals to testify against Manson were all women, Hannah Flemming, Elizabeth Moore, and Margaret Tingle. This implies that Manson not only lacked the support of community women but it appears that at least a few were actively against her. Manson was an interesting individual for another reason. The court records indicated that her trial lasted from 1740 to 1744. During the course of her trial Manson was charged with fornication twice, once in 1740, probably with the father of the dead infant, and again in 1743, with a different man.58 Being charged for fornication with two different men was not an exceptional occurrence. In Connecticut it was found that 14% of women charged with fornication from 1740 to1789 were repeat offenders.59 It is often assumed that in the Colonial era unmarried women, spinsters or widows, who were known fornicators and women who had illegitimate children, faced public shame that made life hard but this was not necessarily the case. Proving this, records indicate that an Elizabeth Manson of Perth Amboy married Richard Horncastle on September 3, 1746.60



Despite Manson being a widow with a sordid history the



fact that she married implies that she was able to go on living after these incidences. Even though records of the other women successfully marrying were not found, Manson was not very 57
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23 exceptional because there is “no evidence that . . . women who bore children out of wedlock were ruined.”61 On the other hand, Manson’s sordid history could be an indicator of a life style that previously existed; one that could have been frowned upon by society and maybe even made her an “outsider”. This could explain why some women of the community did not feel compassion toward her and instead thought her mistakes were the product of her choices making them more willing to testify against her. Generally, the fact that three out of the nine women were widows also shows how unmarried women were targeted.



What was discovered of infanticide prosecution in New Jersey fits into what most scholars have found. Given the stark difference in the gender ratio it can be concluded that women faced the brunt of the ramifications that resulted from infanticide. Unfortunately many of the personal details of these women’s lives remain unknown. With that being said, by examining the marital status, the use of “poor”, and the examples of Dukemander and Amey, it can be inferred that most of the individuals, with the exception of the Andersons, were poor and unmarried. Other factors such as community, or lack thereof, support also made certain women vulnerable targets for prosecution. Connecting the pattern in gender/ class to the pattern in timing, it appears that the prosecutions were an effort to crack down on these “leud” women which reflects the government’s attempt to promote law and order. Similarly in Pennsylvania, the growing concerns “with encouraging civilized behavior, with fostering respect for law, and with guaranteeing order and stability,” compelled “teaching lessons, with identifying standards
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24 and with setting examples.”62 In New Jersey, the goal of making examples out of these women and invoking civic obedience could have been a motive for why they were charged.



III. Verdict



Another pattern can be seen in the known verdicts. The results of four cases remain unknown because of missing records. For example, a gap in local records for Gloucester County overlaps with the Dukemander case. Out of the six verdicts that are known only Buzard was found guilty. 63 In addition to the six verdicts that are definitely known, Manson possibly marrying a few years after her trial in 1746 indicates that she was found not guilty. This pattern of acquittal by judges and juries falls in line with the results of other studies. The fact that most women were found not guilty may come as a surprise given the government’s push for law and order but plausible explanations can be found by considering different factors and applying various theories. This section will start by looking at some factors in individual cases and then explore broader theories that apply. Much mystery surrounds Crustang’s case, including the reasoning behind his case’s verdict. No record of his indictment exists leaving information on the details of his charge or circumstances unknown. The Supreme Court record on Crustang only indicates the demand of his presence in court. It appears the hope of ever obtaining more details on Crustang is minimal because the Somerset County Court records, the county of his residence, were burned during the Revolutionary War. However, Crustang’s verdict could be found in Oyer and Terminer Somerset County Court minutes. The judgment indicated that “the defend’t enterd into recognizance.” 62
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25 “Recognizance was used with great frequency in the Oyer and Terminer records” according to Thomas who identified three different ways the term was applied in his analysis of the court minutes: “First, recognizance was used as a form of bail prior to the trial. Second, convicted defendants who received non- capital sentences were often put on recognizance as a promise not to commit a crime. . . Third, Recognizance was used often to get witnesses to come to court.”64 Crustang “entered” recognizance for “good behavior towards all his Majesty’s Liege Subjects for one year” and was held responsible for paying fines.65 This resembles the second type of recognizance described by Thomas. In modern terms, Crustang seems to have been put on probation for a year. If the second type of recognizance was applied to Crustang’s verdict then he was found guilty but, despite being charged with infanticide, he was ultimately received a lenient sentence. Without knowing exactly what happened in Crustang’s trial the decision behind it remains unclear. No mention of a Jury could indicate that a judge was responsible for the ruling. None of the women’s verdicts were similarly described. The verdicts of Amey, Goble, Anderson, and Buzard gave a formal decision of guilty or not guilty by a jury. It could be speculated that Crustang’s verdict was a reflection of society’s double standard of gender. Even if the charges against Crustang were considered groundless this judgment is strange given that Mary Allen’s case was ruled Ignoramus, without grounds, but was conducted much differently with the decision coming from clear deliberation and from a jury. 66 Allen’s case is unique because it is the only one ruled ignoramus. Ignoramus means that the charges were without grounds and therefore dismissed. Compared to the other cases, Allen’s verdict has Thomas, “Colonial Criminal Law,” 289. GMNJ 76, no. 3 (2001): 143. 66 GMNJ 70, no. 3 (1995): 135. 64 65



26 clearest explanation. Allen’s indictment stated that she hid her baby “in a certain unknown spot.” Where the bodies were found is described in detail in all of the other indictments, while Allen’s indictment suggested that the infant’s body was never actually found. It cannot be determined why Allen was even accused but the inability of the prosecutors to produce an actual body is a likely reason for why the charges were ruled without grounds and dismissed. On a different note, Harris offered an explanation that could explain why Indian Amey was found not guilty. Besides the growth of humanitarian ideas the world was also experiencing the growth of scientific racism. This may seem like it would have affected Amey’s case negatively but Harris argued jurors did not feel that the murder of an Indian baby was as significant as the murder of a white baby influencing their ruling in the case.67 It is impossible to know if this was the reason Amey was found not guilty, especially with the majority of other white women’s not guilty verdicts, but it is interesting to consider and helps further explain the cultural changes of the time. The counsel that the defendant received is another factor that could have influenced the verdict. Only the counsel of Buzard, Goble and Deborah and Captain John Anderson is definitely known but it can be speculated that Crustang and Amey did not receive counsel because no lawyers are mentioned in the records.68 While it is possible that lawyers were present but not recorded, lawyers mentioned enough elsewhere supports the speculation that they were absent when not mentioned. With that being said, Thomas offered an interesting theory on the relationship between verdicts and counsel. Goble provided her own counsel while both Harris, “Feminist Theories,” 89. The other five individuals are not mentioned because Buzard, Goble, Deborah and Captain John Anderson, Crustang and Amey are the only individuals that court minutes and verdict were discovered making it possible to determine or speculate counsel. Furthermore, without knowing the verdict of the other five cases whether or not they had counsel is irrelevant to this argument, GMNJ 76, 72, no. 3, (1997): 131; GMNJ 76, no. 3 (2001): 143; GMNJ 70, no. 1 (1995): 39; GMNJ 71, no. 2 (1996); GMNJ 74, no. 1(1999): 38. 67 68



27 Andersons and Buzard were appointed counsel by the judge. By looking at 48 criminal trials by New Jersey’s Supreme Court between 1749 and 1762, Thomas found that the appointment of counsel was not common. Nearly half of these 48 defendants appeared without counsel and none, besides Buzard and the Andersons, were appointed it. The fact that two out of the three individuals appointed counsel were women lead Thomas to speculate that “men were considered capable of making their own defense but not women” and therefore counsel was provided for Deborah and Buzard. Thomas furthered his speculation that Captain John Anderson was appointed counsel simply because the judge made the decision to do so because his wife had been appointed counsel. Thomas admitted that this was purely speculation and therefore difficult to “conclude that women who could not afford counsel were routinely appointed counsel.”69 Thomas also did not acknowledge that the Andersons did not fit this description. It has been proven that Captain John Anderson was wealthy enough to have afforded a lawyer for him and his wife. Despite this, Captain John Anderson did not hire a lawyer and was instead appointed one. The reason for this is unknown but it is something Thomas should have considered because it is a hole in his argument. Thomas also examined the possible impact of the counsel in Buzard and Goble’s cases. Goble had a hired lawyer and was found not guilty while Buzard had an appointed lawyer and was found guilty. With that being said, Thomas’ main argument was not whether counsel was hired or not but the positive affect any counsel had on the outcome of a trial. Thomas supported this argument with a sample drawn from all criminal cases where “20 out of 26 defendant represented by lawyers were acquitted.”70 Specific to infanticide cases, not enough evidence exists to verify this argument. Furthermore, if in fact Amey and Crustang did not have any 69 70
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28 counsel their not guilty verdicts contradict this argument. On the other hand, the small sample size and question of accurate actual representation makes it hard to completely disprove this argument. It is unlikely that there was much of a difference in the quality of hired and appointed lawyers. In common practice “justices of the peace, sheriffs, and clerks, acted as attorneys in New Jersey,” without having any formal training. Appointed as well as hired lawyers were drawn from the same small group of lawyers who “followed the Oyer and Terminer court from county to county in the hopes of picking up clients the day of the trial.” Though the quality of the lawyer did not seem to depend on whether they were hired or appointed, the difference in the role lawyers played in trials could have had an impact on the outcome. Buzard’s counsel was not appointed “until after the testimony of all the witnesses.”71 The purpose of the lawyer was to sum up the case for the defense at the end. Is this the reason why Buzard was found guilty? Buzard had defended herself for most of the trial and received no legal guidance until the end. It seems logical that this would not have been favorably conditions for Buzard. With that being said, the fact that Amey and Crustang appear to have received no legal guidance weakens this theory. Despite the murkiness of the definite influence of counsel it was worthwhile to explore the various possible effects. Exploring these options, although not conclusive, prove that counsel could have influenced a jury’s verdict in different ways. Combining theories and offering situational speculation, it is possible that Amey’s lack of counsel could have caused jurors to sympathize with her, especially if Thomas’ theory that women were thought to be incapable of defending themselves was right. Rowe’s theory on the affects of sympathy in infanticide proceeding in early Pennsylvania ties into this. Furthermore the theory of sympathy seems the most convincing when applied to New Jersey. Rowe argued 71
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29 that during the mid-eighteenth century “stories sympathetic to the poor, the handicapped, to racial and ethnic minorities, and the weak, including illegitimate children and their mothers” were common place. Jurors knew that “the difference between married respectability for a female and a reputation as a fallen woman was determined less by the female than by a male’s circumstances or his sense of honor and responsibility.”72 The growing sympathetic attitudes towards young unmarried women influenced and reflected what was taking place in infanticide proceedings which often contradicted the law. Different than murder trials, not only was the victim, the infant, vulnerable but so was the perpetrator, the mother. Rowe’s argument can be used to explain why the conviction rate was so low in Colonial New Jersey. It is possible that the harsh black or white sentencing of the 1741 law compelled New Jersey jurors to avoid guilty verdicts out of compassion for these women. The pattern in gender already helped establish the vulnerability of these women and relates nicely to Rowe’s point that many jurors understood that given “the social and legal penalty attached to keeping an illegitimate child, infanticide made a crude kind of sense for poor, young, unmarried females.”73 In each case clearly an infant had died and it is plausible that in at least some of the cases evidence indicated the mother as being responsible. For instance, Elizabeth Dukemander stood accused of throwing her baby into a well the day after it was born. With the murder occurring so shortly after the child’s birth it seems likely that Dukemander was the one responsible. Perhaps the jury felt compassion toward these vulnerable women and knowingly ignored the existing evidence. Instead, jurors “grasped for some evidence to confirm their inclination to excuse the
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30 criminal.”74 It seems that the same qualities that made women the target of infanticide law actually promoted sympathy in their trials. With such a low conviction rate why certain women were convicted becomes an even more fascinating question to consider. It is difficult to determine exactly why Buzard was found guilty because a wide “range of emotion and prejudices” existed in infanticide proceedings. Lack of specific details from Buzard’s trial makes it even more difficult. While examining verdicts of cases in Pennsylvania Rowe found that conviction was more likely when “death had been indisputably violent.”75 Could this be an explanation for why Buzard was convicted? Buzard had left her newborn on the floor of a hog’s pen. Few would argue that death resulting from being abandoned with hogs and probably eaten by hogs was not horrific but it is hard to judge if it is any more violent than the way other women accused of murdering their children. Amey was accused of hiding her baby under a floorboard, Goble was accused of hiding her baby under a stone in a field and Deborah Anderson was accused of withholding food and nourishment from her baby and hiding the body in the woods.76 These three women were all found not guilty. In comparison, the method of these three women appears less violent than Buzard who not only abandoned her infant but did so in a place that resulted in a gruesome death is an argument that could be made. Knowing the verdicts of cases that seem to be more violent, such as Dukemander who was accused of throwing her infant into a 20 foot deep well, could have been helpful in testing this theory of degree of violence but they remain unknown.77 Even though an argument could be made that the death of Buzard’s infant was more violent than the others this argument is not indisputable. The two examples Rowe provided to Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 221. Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 226. 76 Crustang is the other verdict that is known but his indictment was not found so it is unknown how the infant in this case died. New Jersey Supreme Court Records. 77 New Jersey Supreme Court Records. 74 75



31 support his argument were women who directly used violence to murder their infants and were convicted. One woman, Alice Clifton, was convicted of cutting her infant “from ear to ear” while the other woman, Elizabeth Wilson, was convicted of stomping her twin infants to death.78 Buzard’s case does not easily fit into the same category as these two women because unlike them she did not directly inflict violence on her infant. None the less, the theory on the degree of violence makes an interesting point to consider when determining the factors that contributed to verdicts in infanticide cases. Given the growing sympathetic tendencies it is possible that the jurors felt that Amey, Goble, and Anderson showed signs of remorse compelling them to feel sorry for these women. In Buzard’s case signs of remorse could not have been as prominent causing jurors to judge her harsher than if remorse was present.79 For instance, jurors often judge remorse by determining whether “the defendant demonstrated ‘maternal affection’, such as “whether the mother provided linens and clothing for the child.”80 In 1786, a woman named Elizabeth Wilson was executed for killing her twin infants in Pennsylvania, despite the fact that the jury possible thought she was not guilty her silence condemned her. The jurors were presented with evidence of Wilson breastfeeding her twins before they were killed. 81 This evidence of good mothering often swayed jurors to rule in favor of the woman but Wilson’s refusal to defend herself left the jury no choice other than to convict her. It is possible that the juror felt that Buzard lacked “maternal virtue” causing them to judge her unfavorably. Whether Buzard had more “malice intent” than these other women is hard to determine. Similar to other women who committed infanticide, Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 226. This speculation is based on today’s understanding of a murderer’s motives Even though this understanding was not concrete in the 18th century I think a valid argument can be made that some jurors attributed the lack of remorse to Buzard’s specific actions. This would be similar to today’s belief that how a body is disposed contains clues about the type of criminal. 80 Rowe, “Infanticide, Its Judicial Resolution,” 221. 81 Smith, “Unnatural Mothers,” 180. 78 79



32 Buzard could have looked at her disposal of the body as a way to hide what occurred and a practical way of destroying evidence but the jurors could have seen it as ruthlessly dumping her baby in a hog’s pen.



Given the emotional and complex nature of infanticide cases it is difficult to conclusive determine why most women were found not guilty while Buzard was convicted. Gender, evidence, race, counsel, and signs of violence or remorse are all plausible factors that contributed to the outcome of these cases. The degree to which these factors played a role in the trials varies from case to case. With that being said, it seems likely that sympathy was the most predominant factor contributing to the not guilty pattern in the verdicts. Despite the fact that the infanticide law of 1741 was reflective of older attitudes toward women and the need for societal stability, New Jersey’s sample shows influence of newer attitudes before the American Revolution which impacted the outcome of the proceedings.



Conclusion Colonial New Jersey government was originally split and unstable. Governmental reforms were made, including to its judicial system, with the goal of establishing law and order. As New Jersey’s government began to come into its own, it followed in the footsteps of Pennsylvania and created a specific law against infanticide in 1741. An influx in cases followed presenting the pattern of timing. A second pattern can be seen in the gender and class of the individual indicted. The women who were targeted by the law were often poor and unmarried. It is also evident that there is a third pattern in verdicts. Only one guilty verdict is known. While on the surface there was the push for law and order, the changing public attitude of the time



33 proved a strong factor in the proceedings. Other factors played a role in the verdicts as well but the most convincing case can be made for sympathetic attitudes. In this case, legal changes lagged behind changes in public attitudes until the two finally aligned with the reforms in 1796.
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